IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROJECTS - A SNAPSHOT OF THE 2013 EVENTS

“Lubaczów-Yavoriv two potentials, joint opportunity”. Center of Lubaczów after restoration. The official re-opening of the historical city center was held in June. Lead Partner: Municipality of Lubaczów/PL; Partnership: Yavoriv City Council/UA.
Programme contribution: 1 450 259,30 euro

“Creating the veterinary school of advanced diagnostic techniques with specialized laboratories”. In June the project organized the opening conference. Lead Partner: The University of Life Sciences, Lublin/PL; Partnership: The Lviv National Stefan Gzhytskyi-University of Veterinary Medicine and Biotechnology/UA.
Programme contribution: 1 332 413,51 euro

“Scientific integration of the Polish-Ukrainian borderland area in the field of monitoring and detoxification of harmful substances in environment”. Scientific workshops named “Current problems on environmental monitoring” were held in June at the University of Rzeszów. Lead Partner: University of Rzeszów/PL; Partnership: Institute of Cell Biology, National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine/UA.
Programme contribution: 330 291,90 euro

“Development of the small and medium entrepreneurship in Rivne and Lublin”. Opening of Center for Business Support of Rivne City Council in July. The Center is going to hold a series of trainings under the name “The School of Business”. The Center is located in Rivne at 39 Gagarina Str., opening hours 9:00-17:00, local telephone: 43-43-03. The consultation services are free of charge. Lead Partner: Executive Committee of Rivne City Council/UA; Partnership: Municipality of Lublin/PL.
Programme contribution: 336 357 euro

“Young people in border regions: standing together for safety”. Workshops on safety for children from Poland, Belarus and Ukraine were held in July. Lead Partner: Best Regional Board of the Ministry of Emergency Situations of the Republic of Belarus/BY, Partnership: Territorial Administration of Ministry of Emergencies of Ukraine in the Volyn region/UA, Volyn Regional Organization of Volunteer Fire Society in Ukraine Lutsk/UA, Podlaskie Association of Physical Culture and Sports “Strazak” Bialystok/PL, Bila Podlaska County Office/PL.
Programme contribution: 399 865,14 euro

“Improvement of cross-border region attractiveness through the introduction of ethno-cultural resources into the tourist activities (a trip to the ethnic fairytale)”. The project presented the ethno-tour concept during many international exhibitions including Seyny, Minsk, Bialystok and Hrodna. Lead Partner: Yanka Kupala State University of Grodno/BY; Partnership: Suwałki Chamber of Agriculture and Tourism/PL, State Educational Institution “Gymnasium No1 named after academic E.F.Karski”/BY, The Gudevichi State Museum of Literature and Local History/UA.
Programme contribution: 1 143 276,65 euro

“Joint cooperation network within culture and welfare on behalf of the development of the cities of Polish-Ukrainian borderland”. The project has already organised a series of workshops covering painting, digital photography and other arts for the charges of social care institutions from Poland and Ukraine. Lead Partner: Municipality of Rzeszów/PL; Partnership: 1) Executive Committee of Lutsk City Council/UA, 2) Executive Committee of Ivano-Frankivsk City Council/UA.
Programme contribution: 348 662,29 euro

“Experience exchange forum by the way of long and effective cross-border cooperation”. The partners organized educational meetings in October in Stryi. Lead Partner: Ropczycko-Sędziszowski District/PL; Partnership: Stryi District Council/UA.
Programme contribution: 110 971,65 euro

“Experience exchange forum by the way of long and effective cross-border cooperation”. The partners organized educational meetings in October in Stryi. Lead Partner: Ropczycko-Sędziszowski District/PL; Partnership: Stryi District Council/UA.
Programme contribution: 110 971,65 euro
"Development of partnership cooperation towards the improvement of cross-border environment protection infrastructure in the townships of Poraz and Zagórz in Poland and in the city of Horodok in Ukraine."
Construction of sanitary sewage system in Zagórz. Lead Partner: Commune of Zagórz/PL, Partnership: Horodok City Council/UA.
Programme contribution: 3 213 364,29 euro

"Geo-Carpethians – creating a Polish-Ukrainian tourist route".
The information boards are already installed on the route on both sides of the border. Lead Partner: S. Pigen State Higher Vocational School in Krośno/PL, Partnership: Ivan Franko National University of Lviv/UA.
Programme contribution: 294 290,01 euro

"Museums without barriers” – coalition of Polish and Ukrainian museums for provision of professional service to disabled visitors”.
Programme contribution: 168 716,14 euro

"Stimulation of the tourism development in the Carpathian region by tourist's service and security improvement”.
Training for mountains guides and rescuers. Lead Partner: Mountains Guides Association "ROVIN", Partnership: Lviv Oblast Control-Rescue Service of the Ukrainian Tourist and Sport Union/UA, Polish Tourist Association of Country Lovers, Department named after M. Orlowich in Przemyśl/PL, Association "Lviv Tourist Board"/UA, Bieszczadzka Mountains Voluntary Rescue Group/PL.
Programme contribution: 267 456,96 euro

"Cross-border methodological center".
"Colours of education" conference was held in November. Lead Partner: Polish Association of Teachers and Animators KLANZA/PL, Partnership: The Center of Educational Policy/UA.
Programme contribution: 340 843,05 euro

"The development of spa towns Horyniec-Zdrój and Morshyn chance to activation of the Polish-Ukrainian border”.
Training on development of tourism in the health resorts was held in December. Lead Partner: Commune of Horyniec-Zdrój/PL, Partnership: Agency of Regional Development and European Integration/UA, Morshyn Town Council/UA.
Programme contribution: 3 910 173,80 euro

"Creating municipal system for handling waste household electronic and electrical equipment in Lviv with the experience of Lublin".
The City of Lviv obtained containers to collect used batteries and a special eco-car. Lead Partner: Urban Planning Department of the Lviv City Council/UA, Partnership: NGO "Environmental Initiatives/UA, Municipality of Lublin/PL.
Programme contribution: 1 202 194,20 euro

"The construction of the exit as part of the construction of the road-border crossing Budomierz – Hruszew”.
On 2 December, there was an official opening of the new Polish-Ukrainian border crossing point Budomierz-Hruszew. It is located on the Polish side and designed for twenty-four-hour international passengers and car traffic with maximum total weight up to 3.5t able to handle about three thousand cars and 80 buses per day (excluding loads subject to veterinary, phytosanitary and dangerous loads inspection). Lead partner: Podkarpackie Vovodeship Office/PL, Partnership: Ministry of Revenue and Duties of Ukraine/UA.
Programme contribution: 5 188 219,88 euro